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Abstract: Energy system integration between district heating and electrical domains is required for harvesting potential flexibility
arising from sector coupling and support the transition to smart energy systems. This work presents a use case for using excess
compressor capacity in refrigeration systems to locally couple district heating and electrical distribution networks by providing
heat peak-shaving services to the district heating network. A tool-chain for explicit modelling of the electrical, thermal, and
control domain using co-simulation is presented. It is based on a quasi-static electrical load flow model, a dynamic thermalhydraulic district heating model and dedicated controller simulators integrated into the co-simulation information flow. The use
case is implemented using the tool-chain and studied for different peak-shaving services request levels. The result shows that
the proposed tool-chain is suitable for studying operational aspects of domain-linking components both at the network and the
unit level. It is shown that the refrigeration unit can provide peak-shaving services while satisfying the primary cooling needs.
Providing heat peak-shaving services allows distributed feed-in into the district heating network and potential new revenues.
However, the refrigeration cycle coefficient of performance decreases as its operation changes from air/air to air/water mode.

1

Introduction

Energy systems integration is required to unlock the flexibility
from district heating networks (DHNs) to support the operation of
the electrical grid and facilitate a cost-effective transition towards a
carbon-neutral and resilient energy system [1–3].
In Denmark, both the electrical and district heating (DH)
domains have been evolving since their existence, facing several
challenges to their operation. On the one hand, the massive
penetration of variable renewable energy (VRE) sources (i.e. wind)
for electric power generation, poses frequent supply and demand
mismatch, which requires significant flexibility to maintain a stable
operation of the grid. On the other hand, the well-established third
generation of DH networks [4] is evolving towards the fourth
generation [5] also referred to as low-temperature DH (LTDH).
This implies lower temperatures in the distribution network (i.e.
supply/return temperatures ≃ 70 − 50/40 − 25∘C), exploitation of
new low-temperature energy sources, advanced control and
metering, a more decentralised operation, as well as increased
coupling to the electrical grid (e.g. power-to-heat units (P2H)) [2].
Taken together, the transformations undergone in these domains
increase their degree of coupling and interaction, creating potential
business cases for new flexibility solutions.
P2H units such as heat pumps are key domain-linking
components in the transition towards integrated energy systems.
They are to be widely deployed at different scales (i.e. centralised
versus decentralised) for serving different purposes such as base
heat load generation, peak-shaving units, fuel-shift units, which
raises interest for studying operational aspects of these complex
systems. While P2H technologies have a high level of maturity at
the component level, their operation, control, and impact on both
networks they couple is by contrast not well understood.
In this regard, insight into system-wide operational strategies
for P2H units is needed, particularly in the context of integrated
electrical–thermal energy systems at the city scale. To meet this
need, this study presents (i) a relevant use case (UC) for integrating
existing refrigeration units into the DHN to provide distributed heat
peak-shaving services, (ii) a tool-chain for operational modelling of
integrated energy systems and explicit modelling of the control
domain via co-simulation, (iii) an example application of the
proposed UC using the co-simulation tool-chain and finally (iv)

results of a sensitivity analysis on the cross-domain impact of a
refrigeration unit integrated into the DHN under different levels of
peak-shaving service request.
Hereafter, Section 2 gives a brief overview of the state-of-theart multi-energy systems (MESs) and P2H units integration at the
system level with a view on supermarkets refrigeration units,
underlining the need for better insight into operational aspects.
Section 3 introduces a UC for exploiting the cross-domain nature
of existing refrigeration units in supermarkets and a couple of local
DHNs together with the electrical distribution grid. The cosimulation tool-chain is described in Section 4, giving insight into
the cross-domain component modelling and combination of a
dynamic thermo-hydraulic DHN model together with a quasi-static
electrical load flow model. Section 5 defines the test case
specifications used to simulate and analyse the UC for which
results are shown and discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
gives concluding remarks on the research presented.
The main contributions of the presented paper are (i) a
comprehensive view on integrated electrical–thermal energy
systems, (ii) a detailed UC formulation of a potential novel
business case for refrigeration units, (iii) an innovative modelling
approach using co-simulation for enabling insight into operational
and control aspects of cross-domain components, and (iv) an
example of how to simulate, demonstrate, and analyse system-wide
solutions for cross-domain unit operation with explicit modelling
of the control domain.

2

State-of-the-art

2.1 Power-to-heat and MESs
The use of P2H units for coupling the electrical and heating
domains has been widely studied using top-down approaches to
characterise potential large-scale benefits (i.e. national) and guide
the future planning and policy A common outcome of these studies
is that P2H units will play a major role in the future energy system
as they can support the VRE increase in the electrical domain and
provide system flexibility to DHNs in both the short and long
perspective. Additionally, P2H units have been widely studied
using bottom-up approaches that focus at the component level.
Neither top-down nor bottom-up approaches have elaborated on
the operational impact at the network level of coupling electrical
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(i.e. refrigeration cycle) level, missing on the potential system
integration aspects of these units. The authors of [20, 21] have
presented some work on coupling waste heat from supermarkets to
DH, characterising supermarkets as a potential heat source for
DHNs. However, these studies do not explicitly model the DHN or
the control system governing such operation. There seems to be a
lack of insight into operational strategies for existing refrigeration
units with a view on system integration aspects.
In this respect, the present study delves into a potential novel
operational strategy for existing refrigeration units considering
system integration aspects and explicit modelling of the control
domain.
Fig. 1 Hydraulic connection diagram for the refrigeration unit
(a) A/A to A/W operation switch, (b) S/S connection to DHN

and DH systems. Often, even-though studies consider and model
the energy system as a whole, part of the system is abstracted to a
certain degree due to modelling limitation, problem scoping
boundaries or for simplification purposes. However, there is a
whole research area to be explored at the boundary of planning and
operational models for coupled electrical and thermal distribution
networks. Better insight is required into the network level impact
of such coupling at an operational time scale. This characterises the
potential flexibility and operational impact from sector coupling.
An overview of concepts and evaluation models for MES is
given in [6], underlining the lack of a comprehensive view on
MES. The widely spread energy-hub modelling concept is
presented in [7], concluding that future research is needed on
dynamic phenomena and stability of MES as well as on
communication, information exchange, and services. van
Beuzekom et al. [8] reviewed 72 tools for modelling MES, 13 of
which were found to be suitable for modelling city-scale systems,
concluding that no tool has been found suitable for modelling
practically feasible solutions from an electrical grid perspective.
Allegrini et al. [9] also present a comprehensive review of
modelling approaches to district-level energy systems, stating that
many challenges are to be overcome if simulation tools are to bring
similar system-wide benefits that they have delivered at the
component level. The existing literature approaches coupled
electrical and thermal energy systems using energy flow analyses
limiting the DHNs dynamics to steady-state thermal and hydraulic
behaviour. This leaves a gap and a general lack of insight into
system-wide operational impact of coupling electrical and thermal
distribution networks.
Leitner et al. [10] addressed the dynamics and technical
behaviour of coupled DH and electrical distribution networks by
providing a method for the technical assessment of power-to-heat
UCs. Against this background, the present study builds on that
method and investigates the dynamics of P2H units in coupled
electrical and thermal distribution networks. More specifically, by
exploring a novel operational strategy for existing P2H units, such
as refrigeration cycles, in supermarkets.
2.2 Supermarkets
perspective

refrigeration

from

a

power-to-heat

Commercial refrigeration systems are a popular research topic with
increasing relevance [11]. Supermarkets have been identified as a
promising heat source for heat pumps for DH in Denmark [12],
raising a smart grid opportunity for the existing P2H units serving
their cooling needs (i.e. refrigeration cycles). Additionally, the
geographical distribution of supermarkets represents a
decentralised feed-in potential for supporting the operation of
DHNs.
The utilisation of supermarkets refrigeration waste heat has
been studied in [13–18]. Operational strategies have been
proposed, for instance, by integrating the waste heat into the
supermarket energy flow to serve direct space heating purposes.
The authors of [19] have shown that using heat pumps for waste
heat recovery in supermarkets can cover the entire space heating
demand for a typical supermarket. However, these studies consider
system boundaries at the supermarket (i.e. building) or component

3

UC for refrigeration units

UCs identify functionality and requirements necessary for a given
system to achieve a particular goal. When studying abstract
concepts or future evolution of an energy system, UCs are useful to
list the different actors, their relationships and the components
from the system with which they interact, and how. Hereafter, a UC
for integrating the refrigeration cycle of a supermarket as an active
component of coupled electrical–thermal distribution networks is
presented.
3.1 UC: refrigeration unit from supermarket refrigeration
system delivering heat peak-shaving services to LTDH
In supermarkets, refrigeration units serve the primary function of
delivering the cooling needs of the refrigerated storage areas.
These units reject a significant amount of waste heat at the
condenser side of their refrigeration cycle. Refrigeration cycles
usually operate in air–air mode (A/A) as the condensers are located
on the supermarket's roof, rejecting low-quality waste heat at lowtemperature levels to the outdoor air. Considering the primary
function of refrigeration cycles, they are viewed as cooling devices
and not conversion units. However, the thermodynamic process
involved is the same as in a P2H unit (i.e. heat pump), where the
primary purpose is to convert electricity into usable heat. Thus,
when looking at novel operational strategies such as distributed
feed-in in the DHN, where the refrigeration cycle's waste heat is
valorised, and such a unit can be seen as an active P2H unit in the
system. There is a potential opportunity in using the excess
compressor capacity of these units and upgrading the waste heat to
temperature levels which are suitable for feed-in into LTDH
networks. The geographically distributed nature of supermarkets
waste heat resources could be beneficial to support LTDH
networks’ operation by providing local distributed heat peakshaving services to the local DHN operator. This can be achieved
by shifting from an A/A to an air–water (A/W) operation mode and
feeding-in upgraded waste heat into a LTDH network in a supply/
supply (S/S) connection. Illustration of A/A to A/W switch and S/S
connection is shown in Figs. 1a and b, respectively. Such a switch
in operation is of interest only if the primary function of the P2H
can be fulfilled.

4

Methodology

In this study, it is desired to perform a detailed analysis of the UC
introduced in Section 3, with a view on operation and control of the
power-to-heat unit evolving in integrated electrical–thermal
systems. Therefore, the cyber-physical aspects of these complex
systems are also of interest. To capture the time-scale
characteristics of individual domains, and investigate on
operational strategies for power-to-heat units, the modelling should
fulfil the following requirements:
• Represent temperatures (with delays), flows, pressures, energy,
and power for the DHN.
• Represent energy, power, flows, voltages angle, and magnitude
for the electrical grid.
• Represent temperatures, energy, and power at the power-to-heat
unit.
• Explicit modelling of the control domain.
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An overview of the co-simulation setup built for this study is
shown in Fig. 2. Grey boxes are individual simulators and arrows
between them show the information flow during co-simulation.
Hereafter, an overview of the tool-chain used to implement this cosimulation setup is given. Simulators are implemented in pure
python unless specified otherwise.
4.1 Electrical distribution network

Fig. 2 Overview of the co-simulation setup. Grey boxes are individual
simulators. Dashed arrows indicate time-shifted connections, set for
avoiding cycling data-flows

Each field of engineering has tools, methods, and semantics that
are suitable for their modelling needs. There are well-established
domain-specific tools, capable of simulating each domain at the
operational time-scale of interest. However, these tools are
designed for meeting the modelling requirements that are often
limited to the specific domain of interest. This suggests that a
single tool might not be desirable for modelling and simulation of
integrated energy systems. As the operational time-scale
characteristics in each domain are different, modelling the whole
system in one tool would require modelling everything at the same
level of detail. Such a level of detail might be computationally
expensive and unnecessary, as the ‘fast’ dynamics would need to
be modelled at high resolution anyway for properly reflecting on
the ‘slow’ dynamics. An alternative approach is to use stand-alone
tools, specific to each domain, which are brought together to
address a common problem or scenario. This work further
elaborates on such a coupling approach by presenting a
methodology based on co-simulation. In brief, co-simulations
couple one simulator to another by treating the other simulator's
variables according to a state cache, which is updated at several
points as the co-simulation progresses. This allows chaining
together dedicated, domain-specific simulators to simulate systems
that cannot be represented in any individual simulator An in-depth
discussion of co-simulation is given in [22]. For developing a cosimulation tool-chain, a co-simulation orchestrator is required to
bring together, in a common context, the individual simulators to
execute a coordinated simulation of a given problem. That means
that the individual simulators are subsystems of the coupled
problem, running as stand-alone processes that are treated as blackboxes by the orchestrator. The orchestrator's role is to synchronise
the individual processes at points in time, to manage the exchange
of data between them, when required.
In this work, the co-simulation orchestrator MOSAIK is used
for interfacing the different simulators [23]. MOSAIK provides an
application programme interface (API) for establishing a
communication channel between the simulators and the
orchestrator. Simulation scenarios can be defined for building the
architecture of the common problem to be solved by the different
simulators. MOSAIK then takes care of the step-wise execution of
the individual running processes and the data exchange between
them. Building a scenario in MOSAIK consists of three steps:
(i) Starting the different simulators in MOSAIK.
(ii) Creating the desired instances of each simulator.
(iii) Connecting the instances together for enabling the required
data flow between them.
Even though MOSAIK provides the framework for executing and
managing co-simulation, it is still required to develop custom
interfaces for the individual simulators, to cope with the MOSAIK
API at simulation run-time. This requires building a data structure
(wrapper) around each simulator so that the elements it contains
can exist within the co-simulation framework.
82

The time-varying power consumption of the refrigeration cycle's
horsepower (HP) and other electrical loads in the electrical
distribution network are the main sources of disturbance
considered in this study. These cause gradual changes in the
operating conditions of the electrical distribution network. In this
respect, a quasi-static approach is suitable for studying the power
system dynamics at an operational time-scale of seconds up to
minutes [10]. The focus is on the AC power variables, such as
voltages magnitude, voltages angle, active and reactive power at
the buses constituting the network. A steady-state model, also
known as power flow model, has been chosen for modelling the
power system. This is appropriate as the transient dynamics
occurring at sub-second time-scales are out of the scope of this
study. A complete description of the electrical distribution network
model based on the AC circuits’ power flow equations is described
in Section 9.
The AC power flow equations are solved at each co-simulation
time step using panda power, an open-source Python library for the
analysis of electric power systems [24]. The panda power internal
algorithm used is based on the Newton–Rap son method. A Python
data structure (wrapper) has been built around the existing panda
power library to facilitate the modelling and parameterisation of
large power systems. This extra software development step offers a
higher degree of flexibility as the data structure has been
standardised. Therefore, the power system model can be
implemented for different networks conveniently. The MOSAIK
interface has been built around that first wrapper to integrate the
power flow model into the co-simulation tool-chain. This results in
a power flow model calculating quasi-static snapshots of the
electrical distribution grid at each co-simulation call from the
MOSAIK orchestrator.
4.2 DH distribution network
The DHN is modelled using DYMOLA [25], a commercial
modelling environment based on the Modelica programming
language [26]. Modelica is a popular and reliable multi-domain
modelling language, which has gained interest in the past few years
and has shown to be suitable for research in the field of DH [27–
32]. DYMOLA has been chosen as a modelling environment since
it features model export as a functional mock-up unit (FMU),
suitable for the co-simulation approach chosen in this study.
The DH model implemented in DYMOLA contains network
topology and the associated parameters of its constituting elements
(i.e. heat source, consumers, pipes etc.). The commercial thermal
power library has been used for modelling the main components of
the DHN: heat production plant, pipes, and consumers [33]. A
detailed description of these building blocks is given in Section 9.
A commercial modelling environment and library have been
chosen to use existing and validated models for the DHN. This is to
focus on the energy systems integration aspects, rather than
domain-specific software/tool development.
The DH model is tuned for enabling thermal interaction with
external components. To do so, a volume model is added at each
place where the thermal exchange between the DHN and external
components is needed. It consists of an ideally mixed volume of
fixed size, computing dynamic energy, and mass balances, without
hydraulic resistance. The volume model has been extended using
existing heat transfer interfaces from the standard Modelica library
[26]. The volume model features a ‘HeatFlowRate’ port, which
enables the injection of heat into the volume. The ‘HeatFlowRate’
is connected to a ‘PrescribedHeatFlow’ component, which allows
a specific amount of heat to be ‘injected’ into the volume model.
Note that a positive value passed on to ‘HeatFlowRate’ volume
port indicates a heat inflow, while a negative value indicates a heat
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conv

Q̇t

= NBcs U ins Acs(T tamb − T tcs),

T tcs = T tcs− 1 +

conv

Q̇t

NBcs C

dt −
cs

evap

Q̇t

NBcs Ccs

dt,

Qtcs = NBcs Ccs T tcs .

(2)
(3)
(4)

evap

The heat pump delivers the cooling power Q̇
to keep the
supermarket's refrigerated areas at the desired temperature. The
overall heat capacity of the cold storage Ccs is calculated by
summing the individual heat capacities of the insulation – Cins, the
air – Cair and food – Cfood, inside the cold storage
Fig. 3 Illustration of the integration of a volume model into the DHN
model in DYMOLA

V cs = CSW CSH CSD,

(5)

Acs = 2(CSW CSH) + 2(CSW CSD)
+2(CSH CSD),

Fig. 4 Single-stage vapour-compression refrigeration system

outflow. This is a suitable approach for simulating distributed feedin from external heat sources is a S/S connections, assuming a
thermal coupling only (i.e. heat exchangers are assumed to
hydraulically decouple these connection points while ensuring a
thermal coupling). A S/S connection requires a single-volume
model to be added in-line into the supply pipe at the desired
decentralised feed-in point. An illustration of volume model
integration in DYMOLA is shown in Fig. 3.
To use the DHN model along with the other simulators, the
model is tuned by defining input/output causality at points of
interest for interaction with other simulators during co-simulation
and exported as a FMU [34]. This enables its use in the cosimulation setup via the functional mock-up interface standard
[35].

M ins = ρpoly Acs CSins,

(7)

Cins = M ins C ppoly,

(8)

Cair = C pair V cs ρair,

(9)

Cfood = C pfood ζfood V cs ρfood,

(10)

Ccs = Cins + Cair + Cfood .

(11)

A simplified HP model has been implemented for modelling the
cooling power Qset to be delivered at the evaporator at a given
point in time. The model is inspired by Østergaard and Andersen
[37] and is enhanced to include additional constraints related to the
system integration of the refrigeration cycle (i.e. coupling to the
DHN). Efficiency ηthp, also referred to as the coefficient of
performance (COP) is the product of the Lorentz efficiency ηtlrz,
and the HP overall system efficiency ηsys, such that
ηthp = ηtlrz ηsys .

dQtcs
conv
evap
= Q̇t − Q̇t ,
dt

(1)

(12)

The system efficiency ηsys accounts for the losses induced by
thermal exchanges between the HP working fluid and the DH fluid.
Typical values are between 0.5 and 0.7.
The Lorentz efficiency is defined as

4.3 Cross-domain components
The refrigeration system of a supermarket is studied as the crossdomain component coupling the DHN and the electrical
distribution grid. This is done by modeling a combination of (i) the
refrigerated areas of a supermarket and (ii) a heat pump supplying
the cooling needs of the supermarket. A schematic representation
of the refrigeration system implemented is shown in Fig. 4, and its
governing equations are described hereafter.
A simplified model for the supermarket cooling needs is
presented and is based on a similar modeling approach as in [36].
The cooling needs are modelled by cold storage units, which
emulate the aggregated refrigerated cases in the supermarket, as a
single load.
The refrigerated areas in the supermarket are represented by
boxes of size: width CSW , height CSH , depth CSD, and insulation
thickness CSins. A simple model for the cold storage thermal
conv
dynamics with respect to the convection gains Q̇t , and scaled to
NBcs number of cold storage units, is

(6)

ηtlrz =

T tcond, L
cond, L
Tt
− T tevap, L

,

(13)

where T tcond, L and T tevap, L are the logarithmic mean temperature
across the condenser and evaporator, respectively, defined as
T tcond, L =

T tevap, L =

, out
T tcond, in − T tcond
−1

, out
ln T tcond, in /T tcond
−1
, out
T tevap, in − T tevap
−1

, out
ln T tevap, in /T tevap
−1

,

(14)

.

(15)

A cooling medium is flowing through both the evaporator and
condenser at rates, ṁevap
and ṁcond
, respectively. The cooling
t
t
medium at each side of the HP has its associated heat capacity,
cm
Cpcm
evap and Cpcond, respectively, which affects the heat exchange
capabilities between the HP working fluid and the cooling medium,
for a given temperature difference and mass flow. A cooling
medium of higher heat capacity results in a more efficient heat
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cond

evap

Cooling and heating power, Q̇
and Q̇ , respectively, as well as
the active electrical power consumption of the system Php are
derived as
cond

Q̇t

evap

Q̇t

= ηthp W thp,
cond

= Q̇t

Pthp = P0 +
Fig. 5 Simplified Sankey diagram of a HP energy flow with a COP of 3
and a compressor efficiency of 70%

exchange as the cooling medium can ‘absorb’ (condenser) or
‘release’ (evaporator) heat in larger quantities. When the HP is
integrated into a thermal process, limitations arise from the
environment in which the evaporator and condenser are being
deployed. The evaporator is the HP's heat source, which is cooleddown and, therefore, has a lower temperature limit T evap, out.
Similarly, the condenser is the HP's heat sink, which is heated-up,
cond, out
and therefore has an upper temperature limit T
. Given these
hp
temperature limits and the HP efficiency ηt , one can calculate the
associated work constraints induced at the evaporator and the
condenser
evap

=

cond

=

Wt

Wt

evap
T tevap, in − T evap, out Cpcm
evap ṁt

ηthp − 1

T

cond, out

cond
− T tcond, in Cpcm
cond ṁt

ηthp

evap

,

(16)

.

(17)
cond

The analogous electrical constraints for W
and W
can be
derived by considering the electrical compressor efficiency ηcomp,
and the electrical consumption of the HP at zero compression load
P0. The corresponding power values are given by
evap

evap

=

Wt
+ P0,
ηcomp

cond

=

Wt
+ P0 .
ηcomp

Pt

Pt

(18)

cond

(19)

Similarly, the rated electrical power can be derived from the rated
mechanical work of the compressor W hp, rated as
Php, rated =

Whp, rated
+ P0
ηcomp

(20)

A Sankey diagram of a HP is shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate the
relationship between the work and the electrical consumption.
For a given cooling power, Qset, requested to be provided at the
evaporator, the resulting work requested to be done by the HP is
set
comp
dt) Qt
+ e− λ dt W thp− 1 .
hp
ηt − 1

comp

W treq = (1 − e− λ

(21)

The actual work done by the HP W thp cannot be negative and is the
minimum between (i) the work constraints induced by the thermal
evap
cond
system, (W t , W t ), (ii) the rated work W hp, rated, and (iii) the
requested work W treq
evap

W thp = max 0, min Whp, rated, W t
84

cond

, Wt

, W treq .

(22)

(23)

− W thp,

(24)

W thp
.
ηcomp

(25)

Finally, the outflow temperatures at the condenser T cond, out and
evaporator T evap, out are expressed as
T tcond, out = T tcond, in +

T tevap, out = T tevap, in −

cond

Q̇t

cond
Cpcm
cond ṁt
evap
Q̇t
cm
Cpevap ṁevap
t

,

(26)

.

(27)

4.4 Control domain
In this study, we explicitly model the control domain by building
dedicated controller simulators that are integrated into the cosimulation setup information flow. As the chosen co-simulation
orchestrator, MOSAIK, is written in Python, the simulators
belonging to the control domain have been implemented in Python
as well. A hierarchical control structure has been proposed by
Pesendorfer et al. [38] for modelling the control system of
integrated energy systems. Such a structure is chosen as it is
suitable for representing the information exchange and control
logic(s), which take place at different levels in the system.
Utility level: Utilities in charge of the distribution network
operation, need to monitor their infrastructure to maintain its stable
and cost-effective operation. The deployment and successful
operation of power-to-heat units require both the DH and electrical
DSOs to provide measurement data of their respective system state.
This ensures that the power-to-heat unit, bridging both networks,
can be dispatched according to the network capabilities.
Aggregator/control entity level: Actively coupling the electrical
and thermal distribution networks via power-to-heat units, involves
control actions restricted by the operational capabilities of both
infrastructures. DSOs often track a high-level goal, such as optimal
economical dispatch of the different sources or set-point tracking
of essential network variables. Therefore, an intermediate actor is
responsible for taking control actions, in line with the high-level
systems objectives.
Unit level: The power-to-heat units are at the lowest level in the
control architecture, closest to the physical infrastructures and not
aware of the complex system they are part of. Their local controller
is in charge of operating the units within their technical capabilities
ensuring their safe operation. These controllers can collect
information and receive set-points that are tracked according to the
unit limitations in real-time.
4.4.1 DH utility: The DH utility is the over-heading control entity
with high-level system needs for which decentralised heat-peak
shaving services are valuable. Given the part of the network in
which the DH utility requires heat peak-shaving services, the heat
loads downstream the decentralised heat injection point are
identified. DH utilities do their operational planning using a
collection of representative heat load profiles. These profiles
transcribe representative weekly consumption patterns for different
types of consumers’ consumption profiles.
Given this profile collection, an aggregated load duration curve
for the consumers downstream the decentralised feed-in point is
generated. Such curves are illustrated in Fig. 6 for a week and a
day. The DH utility defines the heat peak-shaving factor λtps, h with
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This control logic relies on a tailored hydraulic design of the
refrigeration cycle to which a secondary condenser and a three-way
valve are added. These modifications are added for enabling an
additional operation mode in A/W for the refrigeration cycle.
4.4.3 Refrigeration cycle local controller: The refrigeration
cycle controller is explicitly modelled to maintain the cold storage
at a reference temperature T cs, set. Knowing the cold storage overall
heat capacity Ccs and its current temperature T tcs at a given time,
the controller calculates the current internal energy of the cold
storage, Utcs, such as
Utcs = T tcsCcs .

(31)

The target internal energy Utcs, tar for the reference temperature
T cs, set is
Fig. 6 Load duration curves of the aggregated heat demand for DH
consumers downstream the decentralised heat injection point. The heat
peak-shaving factor is λps, h = 0.8
,h
γ ps
t

is associated. In other words,
which a load duration threshold
the heat peak-shaving factor determines which percentage of the
load duration curve is considered peak, such as
,h
γ ps
t

=1−

λtps, h .

(28)
ps, h

The corresponding heating power limit P
(Y coordinate) is
retrieved from the load duration threshold γ ps, h (X coordinate) on
the load duration curve. This power limit is the threshold above
which the aggregated heat demand downstream the decentralised
feed-in point is considered as the peak. The district utility
communicates the power limit to the distributed peak-shaving
controller, to control the power-to-heat unit according to the highlevel system needs.
Note: An up-scaling factor of 5% is applied to the power limit
Pps, h, to account for the heat losses between the decentralised heat
injection point and the consumers downstream. The dynamic heat
losses dependent on the water travel time from the decentralised
heat injection point, down to the consumers, have not been
dynamically considered in the control logic.
4.4.2 Distributed peak-shaving controller: The distributed peakshaving controller emulates the intermediate control layer from an
aggregator making the link between the DH utility and the powerto-heat unit. This controller is implemented to generate the control
signal for enabling/disabling the decentralised heat feed-in into the
DHN of a refrigeration cycle's waste heat. This control signal is
generated according to the heat peak-shaving service request
coming from the DH utility. The heat-peak shaving controller
receives the following network state data at the decentralised feedin point: mass flow ṁvol
and supply/return temperatures T tvol, s,
t
vol, r
T t , respectively. The instantaneous, total heating power
requested downstream the heat injection point, Qtreq, ds, is computed
as
vol, s
Qtreq, ds = Cpw ṁvol
− T tvol, r .
t Tt

(29)

The current requested heating power downstream Qtreq, ds is
,h
compared against the power threshold Pps
communicated by the
t
DH utility. This comparison determines the three-way valve
position of the refrigeration cycle enabling/disabling the waste heat
feed-in into the DHN
κtvalve =

0,
1,

,h
if Qtreq, ds ≤ Pps
↦ A/Amode,
t

if

Qtreq, ds

≥

,h
Pps
t

↦ A/Wmode .

(30)

Utcs, tar = T cs, setCtcs .

(32)

The control action to be taken depends on the difference in internal
energy ΔUtcs between the current and the target internal energy
expressed as
ΔUtcs = Utcs − Utcs, tar .

(33)

The requested cooling power Qset from the HP evaporator is
derived as

Qtset

=

0,

if ΔUtcs ≤ 0,

ΔUtcs
/Δt ,
1000

else .

(34)

If the desired energy level is below the current one (ΔUtcs ≤ 0), the
HP will not be requested to deliver any cooling power to the cold
storage, as it will heat up by natural convection. Otherwise, the
cooling power to be delivered (in kW) is equal to the change in
internal energy divided by 1000, and divided by the simulation step
duration. As the cooling power to be delivered is not applied
instantaneously, it is distributed over Δt. This is the time period
over which the HP model integrates before being called for its next
step by the co-simulation orchestrator. Moreover, the local
controller sets the three-way valve position of the unit, according to
the distributed peak-shaving controller calls. Therefore, the local
controller takes care of adapting the refrigeration cycle operation
(i.e. switching between A/A and A/W modes), while satisfying the
primary purpose of supplying the necessary cooling power to the
cold storage.

5

Case study

This section shows an application of the tool-chain described in
Section 4 by simulating the UC presented in Section 3. An existing
case study of a neighbourhood in Copenhagen is used for the
simulation of coupled local DH and electrical distribution
networks. The case study is meant primarily to demonstrate how
the integration of a supermarket refrigeration cycle impacts system
operation, and as such does not reflect an optimally designed
system.
It consists of 21 buildings connected to both a DH and electrical
distribution network. An illustration of the network system
configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The simulation horizon is 24 h
and a common time step of Δ = 10 s for all simulators is used to
capture with precision operational changes undergone by the P2H
unit and its effect on both the DH and electrical network.
5.1 Network topologies and parameters
The DHN topology, pipes length, diameter, and type have been
provided by the local DH utility. The DH distribution network is
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time series from the meters located at the individual buildings
substation. Buildings are composed of private apartments and
commercial spaces. Heat consumption profiles are an aggregate of
different consumers’ type and contain both consumptions for space
heating and domestic hot water. The heat time-series are direct
input to the DH consumer model (see Section 9) applying a linear
interpolation between the hourly measurement values. This is done
to generate higher resolution data points and match the integration
step of 0.1 s. Given that intra-hourly heat load variations are small
and slow, this is considered a reasonable assumption [41]. The
local electrical DSO has provided historical electricity
consumption time series from meters located at the 0.4 kV side of
the transformers. These have been up-sampled to a second-based
signal by assuming a linear intra-hour interpolation with an added
noise perturbation.
5.3 Supermarket refrigeration system
The refrigeration system of the supermarket is modelled as a single
heat pump providing the cooling need to several aggregated cold
storage units (as described in Section 4.3). The size and properties
of the cold storage unit have been selected to match the
characteristics of a typical supermarket refrigerator.
The refrigeration system characteristics are the following:
• Cold-storage unit size: 3 m wide (L), 2 m high (H), 0.9 m deep
(D).
• Number of cold storage units: 15.
• Refrigeration cycle Php, rated = 99.4 kW.
• The output temperature limit at the evaporator is set to
T evap, out = 0.1°C.
• The output temperature limit at the condenser is set to
cond, out
T
= 100°C.
• Condenser inlet temperature
T tcond, in =
Fig. 7 System configuration of the integrated electrical and DH
distribution networks. The critical node of the DHN is marked in orange.
Consumer nodes marked in green are located hydraulically downstream of
the decentralised power-to-heat unit (i.e. HP) in the DHN. Dotted lines at
the transformers and external grid symbolise the connection to the
electrical 10 kV network

connected to the CTR heat transmission network of the city in
Copenhagen [39]. This connection point represents the base heat
supply, also referred to as the plant, and is modelled as an ideal
constant temperature source (i.e. 65°C) for neglecting supply
restrictions [40]. The pressure in the supply line is assumed to be
constant at 5 bars and not affected by the outgoing flow rate.
Moreover, the source is also assumed to be an ideal sink where the
return pressure is constant at 2 bars. Nominal values for mass
flows, pressures, and pressure drops in the distribution pipes and at
the consumers' substations have been provided by the local DH
utility in charge of the network operation.
The electrical distribution grid topology has been provided by
the local dimethyl sulphoxide (DSO) with the electric lines length,
type, and transformers ratings. Details about the power system
topology are shown in Section 9. The main substation connects the
10 kV network from the neighbourhood to the external grid and is
modelled as the slack bus in the power flow calculation. No limits
are imposed on the power that can be drawn from the external grid.
Each building is connected to the local 10 kV network through a
10 kV/0.4 kV transformer. The power-to-heat unit deployed is
connected at the low-voltage −0.4 kV side of the transformer.

• Airflow at the condenser
ṁcond
=
t

T toutdoor,

if A/A mode,

T tvol, in,

if A/W mode .

8.72 − [kg/s]

: if A/A mode,

ṁvol
t

: if A/W mode .

The initial conditions for the refrigeration cycle's HP model are as
follows:
, in
, out
T tcond
= T tcond
= 273.15 + 12
0
0
, out
, in
= 273.15 + 4
= T tevap
T tevap
0
0

[Kelvin]

(35)

[Kelvin]

(36)

W t0 = 0
T tamb
= 273.15 + 20
0
T tcs0 = 273.15 + 4
evap

Q̇t0

=0

(37)
[Kelvin]
[Kelvin]

(38)
(39)
(40)

The HP model is integrated into the electrical distribution network
as a regular load, connected to a PQ bus in the power flow model.
HPs are inductive loads with a power factor cos ϕ < 1 [42]. Its
electrical power consumption Php is the active power drawn at the
bus to which it is connected.

5.2 Time-series

5.4 Scenarios

Electrical demand, heat demand, and outdoor temperature timeseries used are historical data from 5 October 2018 at 1 h
resolution. The local DH utility has provided heat consumption

5.4.1 Base case: The base case scenario assumes no connection
of the supermarket refrigeration cycle to the DH network. The
refrigeration unit is serving its primary purpose only of satisfying
the cold storage cooling needs with a target temperature
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in green in the system configuration shown in Fig. 5. The
aggregated heat load duration curve for the chosen simulation day
is generated according to the methodology highlighted in Section
4.4.1. The heat peak-shaving factor is set to λtps, h = 0.8 ∀t ∈ T.
This means that heat peak-shaving services will be requested 20%
of the time, corresponding to the 20% highest portion of the load
duration curve.
5.4.3 Sensitivity analysis on peak-shaving factor: A sensitivity
analysis is performed on varying the peak-shaving coefficient λps
from 0.95 to 0.7 in steps of 0.05. This characterises the system
behaviour under the increased request for peak-shaving services.

6

Fig. 8 Overview of the supermarket cold storage temperature and cooling
power delivered at the evaporator of the refrigeration unit with respect to
peak shaving services activation signal

Fig. 9 Overview of the dynamics at the refrigeration cycle's condenser.
Plots with and without heat peak-shaving provision are dashed and solid,
respectively

Fig. 10 Overview of the outlet temperature at the condenser
set
T cs
= 6°C. In such a configuration, the heat pump from the
in
refrigeration cycle runs in A/A mode only with T cond
= T outdoor.

5.4.2 UC – distributed heat peak-shaving: The refrigeration
cycle from a supermarket (i.e. one HP unit) is coupled to the heat
peak-shaving controller described in Section 4.4.2. The DH utility
simulator aggregates the consumption nodes downstream the
decentralised heat injection point. These are the consumers marked

Results and discussion

The following results are a comparison between the base case and
the heat peak-shaving service provision scenarios.
Fig. 8 shows an overview of the cold storage state. The target
temperature T cs, set = 6°C, is maintained with or without heat peakshaving services requested to the refrigeration cycle. This is in line
evap
with the cooling power Q̇ , delivered to the cold storage, which
is constant, excepts for some sudden spikes due to the change in
the HP operation mode (i.e. three-way valve position change). The
switch between A/A and A/W modes causes sudden changes in the
inlet temperature T cond, in and mass flow ṁcond at the condenser,
which are illustrated in Fig. 9. When heat peak-shaving services
are provided, the inlet temperature to the condenser varies from
around 10°C (i.e. A/A mode ↦ the outdoor temperature) to ∼60°C
(i.e. A/W mode ↦ the inlet temperature from the DHN forward
line into the decentralised volume model).
Fig. 10 shows the outlet temperature at the condenser under
both scenarios. Under normal operation, the refrigeration cycle
releases low quality heat to the outdoor air at temperatures between
20°C and 24°C. However, as the heat peak-shaving services are
activated, the refrigeration cycle is capable of upgrading that heat
to temperature levels above 65°C, which are suitable for injection
in the DHN.
Fig. 11 shows the electrical and thermal dynamics of the
refrigeration cycle unit at both the network and component level.
Voltage drops occur at the electrical connection bus of the
refrigeration cycle, when its electrical consumption increases. The
active power consumption of the HP spikes-up when the heat peakshaving services are provided and spikes-down when the services
are turned-off. These active power spikes, are the direct result of
the switch in the operation mode of the HP between A/A and A/W.
Providing heat-peak shaving services triggers the A/W mode,
which leads to a drastic drop in the COP, therefore increasing the
electrical power consumption. Feeding heat into the DH, requires
the refrigeration cycle to work over a larger temperature range
between the evaporator and the condenser. When the heat peakshaving services are delivered, the HP manages to upgrade the DH
supply temperature from around 60°C to ∼68°C.
Providing heat peak-shaving services using the refrigeration
cycle, while fulfilling the primary cooling needs seems possible.
However, these heat peak-shaving services come at the cost of a
decreased COP of the refrigeration cycle's internal HP.
Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity analysis performed on the heat
peak-shaving factor. Performance indicators for the system have
been computed to illustrate the effect of an increased request of
heat peak-shaving services. Qhp /Qreq, ds denotes the ratio between
the heat injected by the HP into the DHN (Qhp), and the aggregated
heat demand of the consumers downstream the decentralised heat
plt
injection point (Qreq, ds). ΔQplt /Qbase is the ratio between the change
in heat production at the central source under heat peak-shaving
plt
plt
provision (Qpeak − shaving − Qbase), and the heat production at the
central source in the base case (i.e. no heat peak-shaving services
plt
plt
hp
hp, mean
, ΔPhp /Pbase and
provision – Qbase). Δṁplt /ṁbase, Δηhp, mean /ηbase
plt

std
are similar indicators as ΔQplt /Qbase, but for mass flow
Δustd /ubase
at the central plant, HP means COP, HP active power consumption,
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Fig. 11 Overview of the electrical and thermal dynamics of the
refrigeration unit. Plots with and without heat peak-shaving provision are
dashed and solid, respectively

Fig. 12 Performance indicators for different peak shaving factors
requested by the DH utility to the refrigeration cycle controller

and standard deviation of the voltage magnitude at the connection
bus of the HP, respectively.
The results show that for a decrease in the peak-shaving factor
(i.e. services requested more often), the electrical consumption of
the refrigeration unit increases drastically. Accordingly, voltage
disturbances become greater. The heat supplied by the refrigeration
unit to the DHN increases and the average COP decreases. This is
in-line with the conclusions drawn from the base case comparison
discussed above. As the refrigeration unit is capable of supplying
heat peak-shaving services, while satisfying the initial cooling
needs of the supermarket, an increase in the peak-shaving requests
results in higher utilisation of its excess compressor capacity. It can
be seen that the mass flow and heat production at the DHN source
are slightly decreasing as the heat peak-shaving threshold
decreases. This is a direct result of the decentralised feed-in, which
by supplying heat locally, affects the flow situation in the rest of
the network.

technical assessment of the joint operation of DH and electrical
distribution grid via power-to-heat units.
The UC is implemented against a reference scenario where the
refrigeration cycle only serves its primary function of cooling
delivery. The capability of the refrigeration cycle to switch from
A/A mode to A/W mode is studied. Results have shown that
contracting unused compressor capacity of the refrigeration unit for
delivering heat peak-shaving services is compatible with the
primary unit function. The refrigeration cycle is capable of
upgrading its waste heat to temperature levels suitable for S/S
injection into the DHN while satisfying the cooling needs of the
supermarket. However such a change in operation comes at the
cost of higher electricity consumption due to poor COP when the
heat pump runs in A/W mode. Operational dynamics such as
temperatures, flows or power have been observed both at the
network and unit level. This confirms that the tool-chain described
is suitable for studying the behaviour of power-to-heat units in
coupled DH and electrical networks. A sensitivity analysis has
been performed on the peak-shaving factor. As the peak-shaving
requests to the power-to-heat unit increase, its electrical
consumption increases. This is a logical result as the unit is capable
of delivering both the primary cooling service and the heat peakshaving services. Therefore, higher peak-shaving requests result in
an increased operation of the unit in A/W mode. Slight changes in
supplied mass flow and energy produced at the central heat source
of the DHN have also been observed.
Future work could improve and extend the results of this study.
A detailed modelling of the heat pump internal dynamics could
help to further assess the technical feasibility of the proposed UC.
An economic analysis could analyse the potential revenues
generated by heat peak-shaving services provision versus the cost
of higher electricity consumption. Furthermore, the large
deployment of distributed feed-in points in the network could be
investigated by modelling several power-to-heat units of different
types and sizes. This would then allow us to look into aggregation
schemes and potential advanced control strategies for coordinated
operation of integrated energy systems. Finally, an in-depth study
of the distributed feed-in effect on the rest of the DHN would be of
great value.
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power-to-heat units in coupled DH and electrical distribution
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Appendix

10.1 Electrical distribution grid
10.1.1 Mathematical modelling details: Considering the N set of
a power system buses, I n is the complex current injected into a bus
n such as
In =

∑

m∈N

Y nm V m ∀n ∈ N,

(41)

where V m is the complex voltage at bus m and Y nm is the (n, m)
entry at the nth row and mth column in the buses complex
admittance matrix (Y ).
Sn is the complex power at bus n, expressed as
polar
form
∗

Sn = V nI n = Pn + jQn = V n δn
rectangular
form

∑

m∈N

∗

Y nm V k − δn

∀n ∈ N,

(42)

(43)

where P is the net active power injection, Q is the net reactive
power injection, V is the voltage magnitude and δ is the voltage
angle (with respect to the voltage angle at the slack bus) at a bus.
The complex current injected into a bus n introduced in (41) can
also be expressed as the ratio between the complex power
∗
∗
conjugate (S ) and the complex voltage conjugate (V n) at bus n, as
In =

∗

Sn

∗

Vn

∀n ∈ N .

(44)

Substituting I n from (44) in (41), the complex power conjugate at
bus n is expressed as
∗

∗

Sn = V n

∑

m∈N

Y nm V m

∀n ∈ N .

(45)

Developing (45) into its polar form gives
∗

Sn = Pn − jQn =

∑

m∈N

Y imV mV n

Θnm + δm − δn

∀n ∈ N, (46)

where Pn and Qn are the active and reactive power injected at bus n,
respectively, with
Pn = V n

∑

m∈N

V mY nm cos Θnm + δm − δn

∀n ∈ N,

(47)
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• PQ bus: Both P and Q , the active and reactive power
magnitude, respectively, are known. These buses are also known
as load buses for which the voltage magnitude ( V ) and voltage
angle (δ) are computed.
• Photovoltaic bus: The active power P and voltage magnitude
V are known. These buses are also known as generator buses
for which the reactive power Q and voltage angle δ need to be
calculated.
• Slack bus: Both V and δ, the voltage magnitude and angle
respectively, are known. Also known as the reference bus, which
balances the active and reactive power in the system. The slack
bus is the angular reference for all the other buses in the system,
set to 0∘. The voltage magnitude at the slack bus is 1 p.u.
Fig. 13 10 kV power system in Nordhavna. Substation names explanation:
8 ↦ main substation, first digit from 1 to 5 ↦ loop number, 9 in front of
substation name ↦ last substation of each feeder which is connected to the
other feeder of the same loop via tie-line. aCredit: Sergey Klyapovskiy.
Nordhavn project, deliverable no. D6.2.2.1

Fig. 14 10 and 0.4 kV one-line diagram of the power system in
Nordhavnb. Bus names explanation: second to last digit 7 describes that
this is a 0.4 kV bus with a transformer, the last digit shows the transformer
number. The red circle locates the connection bus of the power-to-heat unit.
bCredit: Sergey Klyapovskiy. Nordhavn project, deliverable no. D6.2.2.1

Qn = − V n

∑

m∈N

V mY nm sin Θnm + δm − δn

∀n ∈ N . (48)

Y nm and Θnm are the admittance magnitude and angle, respectively,
at the (n, m) entry at the nth row and mth column in the buses
complex admittance matrix (Y ).
Often, the buses complex admittance (Y ) is expressed as the
sum of its real and imaginary constituting parts such as
Y nm = Gnm + jBnm∀n, m ∈ N,

(49)

where Gnm and Bnm are the (n, m) entries at the nth row and mth
column in the conductance and susceptance matrices (G and B), the
real and imaginary parts of the admittance matrix (Y ), respectively.
The active and reactive power at bus i derived in (47) and (48) are
more commonly known under the following formulation:
Pn = V n
Qn = V n

∑

V m Gnmcos δnm + Bnmsin δnm

∀n ∈ N, (50)

∑

V m Gnmsin δnm − Bnmcos δnm

∀n ∈ N, (51)

m∈N

m∈N

where δnm = δn − δm.
These two equations relate four AC variables between each
other at each bus n, resulting in an underdetermined system of
equations. To reduce the number of unknown variables at each bus
to two, buses are classified according to their known variables as
follow:
90

The external grid connection bus is modelled as the slack bus while
all other buses in the system are modelled as PQ buses. This bus
type association returns 2 N equations for 2 N unknown
variables, which allows solving the set of non-linear equations
introduced by (50) and (51) (also see (47) and (48)). Note that N
denotes the cardinality of the power system buses set N.
10.1.2 Grid topology: Owing to data usage restrictions imposed
by the DSO, the electrical data shared in this study cannot contain
information about a specific geographical point or building (e.g.
exact latitude and longitude coordinates for representing the
network topology). Moreover, the technical specifications of the
network can neither be shared. Therefore, the topological data
shown are not to scale, and building connections are represented by
numbers only. With 70 buildings’ connections, the electrical
distribution network covers a larger geographical area than the
DHN, which has only 21 buildings connections. Therefore, every
load modelled in the electrical grid has not an equivalent node in
the DHN. The exact mapping between the DH nodes and their
corresponding bus in the electrical network cannot be shared.
However, it can be mentioned that all DH nodes have their
corresponding electrical node in Loop 1 and Loop 2 (see Figs. 13
and 14).
10.2 DH distribution network modelling details
10.2.1 Producer model: The producer model assumes an ideal
plant for which the supply temperature T plt, s is given as an input
parameter. A distribution pump is embedded in the model, setting
the pressure level between the forward and return lines to
prescribed values. The heat production injected into the forward
line Qplt is the model output computed by
Qplt = ṁplt Cpw Tplt, s − T plt, r ,

(52)

where Cpw is the heat capacity of the flowing media, namely,
water. Basically, the ideal source compensates for the enthalpy
difference between the outgoing water, at the prescribed supply
temperature, and the incoming water, at a variable return
temperature, for the current mass flow requested by the system.
10.2.2 Pipe model: The pipe model is a single element of a dualpipe meaning that the supply and return pipes are modelled in
parallel to each other. The pipes are assumed to be circular with a
turbulent flow passing through. It is based on a ‘plug-flow’
approach that linearises the non-linear relation of the mass flow
and differential pressure through the pipe [43]. The model is
suitable for modelling reverse flows and complex networks
featuring hydraulic loops.
The model consists of three parts: (i) a quadratic friction loss
model, (ii) a delay and heat loss model to reflect on transport and
residence time of the flowing media (i.e. water), and (iii) a fictive
water volume model emulating the pipe wall inertia.
The friction component describes the pressure loss dp, through
the pipe, as a function of the mass flow ṁ and the pipe geometry
such as
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dp =

sign(ṁ)ṁ2 / A2 Z
,
2dw

(53)

where sign(ṁ) is the sign of the mass flow with respect to the
reference flow direction in the pipe. A is the cross-sectional area of
the pipe, dw is the water density, and Z is the pressure loss
coefficient computed as
L/D
2log 3.7/ν/D

2

.

(54)

ν is the pipe roughness, L is the pipe length, and D is the pipe
diameter.
The core of the pipe model is the delay and heat loss to the
surroundings component, which are described in detailed in [43,
44]. The pipes are assumed to be buried underground and exposed
to constant ground temperature, T ground. The thermal resistance to
the surrounding ground is
R=

λ2π/log

1
,
D/2 + sins /(D/2)

(55)

where λ is the thermal conductivity of the pipe insulation layer and
sins the thickness of the insulation layer.
Given the inlet temperature to the pipe T in, the temperature at
the outlet of the pipe accounting for the heat losses to the
surroundings is calculated as
T out = T ground + T in − T ground e − τ / Rdπ (D /2) Cpw .

τ denotes the residence time of the water in the pipe, which is
calculated using the build-in spatialDistribution operator available
in Modelica [26]. This operator allows keeping track of the travel
time of a transported quantity with respect to the transport velocity.
For modelling a DH pipe, it is a convenient method for tracking
how much time the water, at a given temperature, has spent inside a
pipe under a certain mass flow, as well as the transport delay.
Equation (56) underlines that the temperature at a given point in
the DHN is dependent on the mass flow history. A lower mass flow
leads to longer residence time in the pipes, which induce higher
heat losses to the surrounding. Alternatively, a higher mass flow
decreases the residence time, which results in lower heat losses.
10.2.3 Consumer model: Considering a heat consumer indexed
by c, the model used is an abstracted version of a DH substation
delivering heat to a building. The system boundaries in this study
stop at the consumer level, which does not consider the detailed
modelling of the building heat dynamics nor its internal heat
distribution system. Consumers are represented as heat loads,
requesting a given heating power from the system at a given time.
The consumer model calculates the mass flow through the
component ṁc, required for satisfying the consumer heat demand
Pcheat, given a fixed return temperature T cr, and the current supply
temperature seen by that consumer T cs, such as
ṁc =

Pcheat

C pw T cs − T cr

.

(57)

(56)
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